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The History of Albania by Tajar Zavalani (1903-1966) is the first full-length history of Albania to have been written in English. It
covers the period from ancient times to the mid-twentieth century and provides the reader with a good overview of the historical
development of a Balkan nation, which has to a large extent been ignored, even by scholars and specialists in Southeast
European history. Retrieved after fifty years of oblivion, the fruits of Zavalani's imposing project are now available to the reading
public for the first time. Tajar Zavalani was born in Korça (Albania) and fled to Italy with the rise of the dictatorship of Ahmet Zogu.
There, Soviet agents recruited him and offered to let him study in Russia as a “victim of counter-revolution.” In November 1930,
after several years of study in Moscow and Leningrad, he left Russia, about which he now had serious misgivings. After the Italian
invasion of Albania in 1939, Zavalani was interned in northern Italy, from where he escaped with his wife, Selma Zavalani
(1915-1995), former lady-in-waiting to Queen Geraldine, via Switzerland to France and then in 1940, with King Zog's party, on into
exile in England. In November 1940, Zavalani was given a job in the BBC's new Albanian-language service, which he came to
head and where he worked until his death in an accident on 19 August 1966. He was a well-known and active figure of the
Albanian exile community in Britain. The present History of Albania was composed for the most part between 1961 and
1963.About the Editors:Robert Elsie is an internationally recognized expert in the field of Albanian studies and the author of many
books on the history and culture of Albania.Bejtullah Destani is a British-Kosovar scholar and founder of the Centre for Albanian
Studies in London. As a diplomat, he has served recently at the Embassies of the Republic of Kosovo in London and Rome.
This volume is one in a continuing series of books prepared by the Federal Research Division of the Library of Congress under the
Country Studies/Area Handbook Program sponsored by the Department of the Army.
The Siege of Shkodra is a book written by a Shkodran priest, Marin Barleti (also known as Marinus Barletius), about the Ottoman
siege of Shkodra in 1478, led personally by Mehmed II, and about the joint resistance of the Albanians and the Venetians. The
book also discusses the Ottoman siege of Shkodra in 1474. The book was originally published in 1504, in Latin, as De obsidione
Scodrensi. Barleti was an eyewitness of the events. The English version was published in Albania by Onufri Publishing House in
2012, coinciding with the 100th anniversary of Albania's declaration of independence. The work was translated by David Hosaflook
and includes translations of Buda's introduction and notes, Merula's "The War of Shkodra," and Becikemi's panegyric. It also
includes accounts of the siege of Shkodra from early Ottoman historians, new scholarly notes, the historical context by Prof. David
Abulafia, new maps based on the information in the book, and appendixes including Barleti's chronology of battle events. Wikipedia.
Originally published posthumously in 1954, this book presents a study of the unwritten law of the Albanian mountain tribes by the
renowned Scottish anthropologist, classical scholar and ethnographer Margaret Hasluck (1885-1948). In recording the legal
aspects of tribal life, Hasluck also provides detailed information on the everyday existence of the tribes. Four chapters are given to
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the vendetta system, describing minutely the obligations of vengeance, the manner of conducting a feud, the degrees of expiation
and the ways of ending. Other chapters give information about the daily life of the household; the laws governing the division of
property; the administrative hierarchy; oaths, verdicts and penalties; theft and murder. This book will be of value to anyone with an
interest in the writings of Hasluck, anthropology and the Albanian mountain tribes.
The bestselling author of Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother, Yale Law School Professor Amy Chua offers a bold new prescription for
reversing our foreign policy failures and overcoming our destructive political tribalism at home Humans are tribal. We need to
belong to groups. In many parts of the world, the group identities that matter most – the ones that people will kill and die for – are
ethnic, religious, sectarian, or clan-based. But because America tends to see the world in terms of nation-states engaged in great
ideological battles – Capitalism vs. Communism, Democracy vs. Authoritarianism, the “Free World” vs. the “Axis of Evil” – we are
often spectacularly blind to the power of tribal politics. Time and again this blindness has undermined American foreign policy. In
the Vietnam War, viewing the conflict through Cold War blinders, we never saw that most of Vietnam’s “capitalists” were
members of the hated Chinese minority. Every pro-free-market move we made helped turn the Vietnamese people against us. In
Iraq, we were stunningly dismissive of the hatred between that country’s Sunnis and Shias. If we want to get our foreign policy
right – so as to not be perpetually caught off guard and fighting unwinnable wars – the United States has to come to grips with
political tribalism abroad. Just as Washington’s foreign policy establishment has been blind to the power of tribal politics outside
the country, so too have American political elites been oblivious to the group identities that matter most to ordinary Americans –
and that are tearing the United States apart. As the stunning rise of Donald Trump laid bare, identity politics have seized both the
American left and right in an especially dangerous, racially inflected way. In America today, every group feels threatened: whites
and blacks, Latinos and Asians, men and women, liberals and conservatives, and so on. There is a pervasive sense of collective
persecution and discrimination. On the left, this has given rise to increasingly radical and exclusionary rhetoric of privilege and
cultural appropriation. On the right, it has fueled a disturbing rise in xenophobia and white nationalism. In characteristically
persuasive style, Amy Chua argues that America must rediscover a national identity that transcends our political tribes. Enough
false slogans of unity, which are just another form of divisiveness. It is time for a more difficult unity that acknowledges the reality
of group differences and fights the deep inequities that divide us.
Albania is not well known by outsiders; it was deliberately closed to the outside world during the communist era. Now it has
thankfully become free again, its borders are open and it can be visited, and it is increasingly integrating with the rest of Europe
and beyond. Unfortunately, Albania has had its share of problems in the post-communist era; it's a land of destitution and despair,
thanks in part to the Albanian mafia, which has turned the country into one of blood-feuds, kalashnikovs, and eternal crises. Yet,
Albania is, in essence, a European nation like any other and will soon, it is to be hoped, advance and take its proper place in
Europe and the world. The second edition of the Historical Dictionary of Albania relates the history of this little-known country
through a detailed chronology, an introduction, a bibliography, appendixes, and over 700 cross-referenced dictionary entries on
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significant persons, places, and events; institutions and organizations; and political, economic, social, cultural, and religious facets.
This is the first full account of a country that, following decades of isolation, has undergone unprecedented changes to its political
system: the collapse of communism, the progression to multi-party elections and the upheaval that followed the March 1997
uprising. Miranda Vickers traces the history of the Albanian people from the Ottoman period to the formation of the Albanian
Communist Party. She considers the charismatic leadership of Enver Hoxha; Albania's relationship with Tito and the alliance with
the Soviet Union and then China; and the long period of isolation. Newly revised for this paperback edition, The Albanians
considers the gradual process of reform and the fragility of the Albanian experiment with democracy, and includes a dramatic
account of the days leading up to Sali Berisha's resignation of the presidency. It has now been updated to cover the crisis in
Kosovo that has led to the first 'Western' war in Europe since 1945.
The hundred years between 1750 and 1850 were an age of astounding orthographic diversity in Albania. In this period, the
Albanian language was put to writing in at least ten different alphabets - most certainly a record for European languages. This
book introduces the diverse forms in which this old Balkan language was recorded, from the earliest documents to the beginning of
the twentieth century. They consist of adaptations of the Latin, Greek, Arabic and Cyrillic alphabets and, what is even more
interesting, a number of locally invented writing systems. Most of the latter alphabets have now been forgotten and are unknown,
even to the Albanians themselves.
Northern Albania and Montenegro are the only regions in Europe to have retained a true tribal society up to the mid-twentieth century. This
book provides the first scholarly investigation of this tribal society, a pioneer work that offers a detailed survey of all the major Albanianspeaking tribes in Albania, Montenegro and Kosovo. Robert Elsie provides comprehensive material on the 69 different tribes, including data
on their locations, religious affiliations, tribal structures and relations, population statistics, tribal folklore, legends and history. Also included
are excerpts from the works of prominent nineteenth and early-twentieth century writers, such as Edith Durham and Johann Georg von Hahn,
who travelled through the tribal regions, as well as short biographies on prominent figures linked to the tribes. As the first book of its kind, The
Tribes of Albania will be of interest to scholars and students of the Balkans, of southeastern European anthropology, ethnography and
history. 'The tribal system of northern Albania is one of the most fascinating aspects of a very distinctive part of Europe. Over hundreds of
years, when their territory was under Ottoman rule but seldom fully under Ottoman control, these tribes provided a basis for social identity,
local justice and military action. So cohesive were they that the unity of a tribe could easily survive the conversion of one part of it to Islam.
Anyone who studies the history of these people will encounter tribal names and tribal identities at every step; and yet, until now, there has
never been a general work gathering all the scattered information about them that survives in sources of many different kinds. The Tribes of
Albania will be an indispensable and authoritative work of reference. There are few people in the world who could have written such a work;
absolutely no one could have done it as well as Robert Elsie, whose knowledge of this material is unparalleled.' - Sir Noel Malcolm, Senior
Research Fellow, All Souls College, University of Oxford
In A Short History of the United States, National Book Award winner Robert V. Remini offers a much-needed, concise history of our country.
This accessible and lively volume contains the essential facts about the discovery, settlement, growth, and development of the American
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nation and its institutions, including the arrival and migration of Native Americans, the founding of a republic under the Constitution, the
emergence of the United States as a world power, the outbreak of terrorism here and abroad, the Obama presidency, and everything in
between.
Johann Georg von Hahn - a nineteenth-century Austrian diplomat and explorer - is generally considered to be the founder of Albanian Studies
as a scholarly discipline. It was he who first studied the Balkan country and its people, and who brought them to the attention of the academic
world. Despite this acclaim, his work has not been widely available in English until now. In this volume, Robert Elsie has translated Hahn's
most important works relating to his travels and studies in Albania during the mid-nineteenth century. Hahn's interests were broad, but he was
especially interested in the tribes of Albania and Kosovo and made several ethnographic studies of the cultures and traditions of the tribes he
encountered on his travels - including the Kelmendi, Hoti and Kastrati tribes. This volume will be invaluable readers for scholars of Balkan
history and anthropology.
Albania is a small country in southeastern Europe. It is situated on the coast of the Mediterranean Sea in the southwestern part of the Balkan
Peninsula and borders on Montenegro to the north, Kosovo to the northeast, the Republic of Macedonia to the east, and Greece to the south.
But a few decades ago, Albania was something of a curiosity on Planet Earth. Perhaps only North Korea was as isolated from the rest of the
world as Albania was. For left-wing idealists, it was a distant Shangri-la where all social inequalities had been done away with; for those few
individuals with concrete knowledge of the realities of the Stalinist regime that held power until 1990, and for the vast majority of people living
in Albania, it was hell on earth. Despite its sombre past, Albania is, in essence, a European nation like any other and will soon, it is to be
hoped, advance and take its proper place in Europe and the world. This book provides a short overview of the history of Albania for the
general reader.
Through the analysis of several cases studies concerning Southern Europe (Spain, Italy, Slovenia, Albania, Greece and Turkey) the book
aims rethinking the cultural history of Mediterranean nationalisms by suggesting how it is an interconnected experience, directly related to the
intellectual examples of Northern Europe, but also developing its own particular trend.
Empires, tribal leaders, Communists, religious conflict and any number of wars: these have been the realities of life in Northern Albania for
centuries. In this rich and comprehensive history, T.J. Winnifrith examines the many different elements that have shaped this independent
and little-known region of the Balkans. There has always been a fundamental division between the South of Albania and its mysterious,
romantic North – more feudal, more tribal, more Catholic and more prone to Austrian and Italian influence; less affected by Greece, both
ancient and modern, medieval Byzantium or the Orthodox faith. Northern Albania also has a more savage climate and landscape than the
south of the country and its inhabitants have traditionally had little respect for law and authority while remaining greatly in thrall to an ancient
honor code – the kanun – demanding blood feuds and terrible revenge. Tribes and Brigands in the Balkans traces the history of this ruggedly
beautiful region, frequently disturbed by both invaders and internal strife yet retaining a distinct national identity and character. From its
origins in the ancient kingdom of Illyria and the Roman province of Illyricum, through Byzantine and Ottoman rule, the granting of Albanian
independence in 1912, the rise and fall of Communism to its current fragile democracy, Northern Albania can be seen as a cultural
crossroads – especially remarkable given its mountainous and difficult landscape.
The struggle of the Albanian people led by George Castriota Scanderbeg to defend Europe against the assault of the Ottoman Turks has
been much celebrated. For a quarter of a century, from 1443 until his death in 1468, he used his military prowess to thwart the efforts of the
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most powerful Empire in the world at the time to subdue his tiny country. One of the true heroes of the Middle Ages in Europe, unfortunately
the remarkable story of Scanderbeg remains little known outside of Albania. George Castriota defended Europe for a quarter of a century
and, it can rightly be said, helped to save Western civilization from being overrun by Islam and suffering the same fate as the once mighty
Byzantine Empire. This book examines the genius and remarkable achievements of Scanderbeg who helped shape the identity of the
Albanian people and reveals the important contribution this small but proud nation has made to European civilization. Although the challenges
have changed over the centuries, the clash of civilizations, which the history of the Albanian struggle to fend off the Islamic onslaught
illustrates, continues today. As a result, it is all the more worth noting the contribution that this tiny land, led by Scanderbeg, made in the fight
to preserve Western culture and civilization. Equally important is the example set by the Albanian people in ultimately harmonizing these two
great civilizations. A.K. Brackob has a Ph.D. in history from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He is a specialist on the history of
southeastern Europe during the Middle Ages and author of Mircea the Old: Father of Wallachia, Grandfather of Dracula.
Disentangling a controversial history of turmoil and progress, this Handbook provides essential guidance through the complex past of a
region that was previously known as the Balkans but is now better known as Southeastern Europe. It gathers 47 international scholars and
researchers from the region. They stand back from the premodern claims and recent controversies stirred by the wars of Yugoslavia’s
dissolution. Parts I and II explore shifting early modern divisions among three empires to the national movements and independent states that
intruded with Great Power intervention on Ottoman and Habsburg territory in the nineteenth century. Part III traces a full decade of war
centered on the First World War, with forced migrations rivalling the great loss of life. Part IV addresses the interwar promise and the later
authoritarian politics of five newly independent states: Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, Romania, and Yugoslavia. Separate attention is paid in Part
V to the spread of European economic and social features that had begun in the nineteenth century. The Second World War again cost the
region dearly in death and destruction and, as noted in Part VI, in interethnic violence. A final set of chapters in Part VII examines postwar
and Cold War experiences that varied among the four Communist regimes as well as for non-Communist Greece. Lastly, a brief Epilogue
takes the narrative past 1989 into the uncertainties that persist in Yugoslavia’s successor states and its neighbors. Providing fresh analysis
from recent scholarship, the brief and accessible chapters of the Handbook address the general reader as well as students and scholars. For
further study, each chapter includes a short list of selected readings.

Most people conceive of gender as a culturally informed response to a biological imperative. But such rigid notions are
overturned by certain women in remote regions of Albania who elect to 'become' men simply for the advantages that
accrue to them as a result. They crop their hair, wear men's clothes, roll their own cigarettes, drink brandy and carry
guns. In short, their lives are much freer and less regimented than other members of their sex - but at a cost. These
women must foreswear sexual relationships, marriage and children. They have been dubbed 'Sworn Virgins'.What is
interesting is that in this region of the Balkans, simply to dress as a man and to behave as a man will earn these women
the same respect accorded a man. This is no mean advantage in an area known for sexual inequality and where so
many men have suffered violent, premature deaths, thereby heightening the need for more household heads.
Traditionally as heads of household, men are revered and the women who attend them utterly subservient. But unlike
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'normal' women, Sworn Virgins can inherit and manage property, and, in fact, may even be raised to assume the male
role by parents who have no male heirs. Based on extensive interviews, this book tells the frank and engrossing stories
of these women, but also sets their lives within the wider context of a country undergoing radical upheaval and social
transformation.
67 texts, including hymns, manifestos, articles or extracts from lengthy studies exemplify the relation between
Romanticism and the national movements in the cultural space ranging from Poland to the Ottoman Empire. Each text is
accompanied by a presentation of the author, and by an analysis of the context in which the respective work was
born.The end of the 18th century and first decades of the 19th were in many respects a watershed period in European
history. The ideas of the Enlightenment and the dramatic convulsions of the French Revolution had shattered the old
bonds and cast doubt upon the established moral and social norms of the old corporate society. In culture a new trend,
Romanticism, was successfully asserting itself against Classicism and provided a new key for a growing number of
activists to 're-imagine' their national community, reaching beyond the traditional frameworks of identification (such as the
'political nation', regional patriotism, or Christian universalism). The collection focuses on the interplay of Romantic
cultural discourses and the shaping of national ideology throughout the 19th century, tracing the patterns of cultural
transfer with Western Europe as well as the mimetic competition of national ideologies within the region.
The contributors to this study critically de-construct Albanian myths and offer insights into Albanian history and politics.
They conclude with contemporary Albanian critiques of the origins and functions of Albanian politics and ideologies.
In Clans and Democratization, Charlotte Hille investigates clan societies in Afghanistan, Iraq, Albania and Chechnya. She
explores and compares the values of clans with those in Western democratic states, while focusing at conflict resolution
and democratization. Based on theory and practice, this book provides tools to facilitate democratic state building in clanbased societies.
The dissolution of communism and the rise of ethnic and religious conflict throughout the former Yugoslavia, which
sparked the war among Bosnians, Serbs, and Croats, has captivated the attention of the Western media throughout the
1990s. But little notice has been paid to the growing ethnic and religious tensions within the Serbian province of Kosovo
-- tensions that now pose a serious threat to the security of the Balkans. Nearly 90 percent of the population of Kosovo is
composed of Albanian Muslims, many of whom support a growing movement -- at first peaceful, but now turning violent -for independence from Christian Serbia. In Between Serb and Albanian, Miranda Vickers explores the roots of this
conflict and tracks the recent trajectory of Serbian and Albanian relations in Kosovo. The first third of the book outlines
the history of Kosovo during the medieval and Ottoman periods, when relations between the two communities were
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generally good. The second part examines Kosovo since 1945, when the area fell under Serbian administration in the
socialist Yugoslav system. Vickers concludes by surveying the steady deterioration in Serb-Albanian relations since the
disintegration of Yugoslavia in 1981. With careful detail, she reveals how a largely peaceful. politically driven campaign
for the independence of Kosovo has recently turned to violence with terrorist attacks on Serb political and military
institutions, on Albanians thought to be collaborating with the Serbs, and on Serbs themselves. In the process, the author
provides a balanced account of the Serb and Albanian positions, while placing much of the blame for the current situation
on the repressive policies of Serb dictatorSlobodan Milosevic. Vickers sees ominous portents that the conflict may soon
spread to neighboring Balkan countries. This book is essential reading for all those wishing to understand the historical,
social, and cultural aspects of ethnic and religious strife in Serbia, and the implications of this conflict for the current
political situation in all of southeast Europe.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources
online. Pages: 126. Chapters: Illyria, Skanderbeg, Origin of the Albanians, List of ancient tribes in Illyria, History of postCommunist Albania, Timeline of Albanian history to 1993, Albanian National Awakening, Republic of Venice, Albanian
nationalism, Arbereshe people, Albanian Revolt of 1912, Peasant Revolt in Albania, Serbia in the Balkan Wars, AllAlbanian Congress, Isa Boletini, Chameria, Greater Albania, Massacres of Albanians in the Balkan Wars, Bulgarian
occupation of Albania, Mehmed II's first Albanian campaign, Axis-Cham Albanian collaboration, Fall of communism in
Albania, Northern Epirote Declaration of Independence, Malesia, Battle of Torvioll, Kanun, Black Society for Salvation,
Italian Protectorate over Albania, Assembly of Vlore, Albanian Revolt of 1910, Arms of Skanderbeg, Jean-Claude
Faveyrial, Geraldine Apponyi de Nagyappony, Praetorian prefecture of Illyricum, Ildebrando Antoniutti, Ballaban's
campaign, Chameria Battalion, Albanian Revolts of 1833-1839, Battle of Ohrid, Epidamnos, Navarrese Company, Battle
of Vaikal, Praevalitana, Hylli i Drites, Vardar Army, List of Albanian monarchs, Albanian Congress of Trieste, Skanderbeg
Crnojevi, King of Albania, Ballaios, List of diplomats from the United Kingdom to Albania, Devol, Scerdilaidas, Pinnes,
House of Bal i, Ded Gjo Luli, Vojsava Tripalda, Sheikh Mustafa Ruhi Efendi, Fiamuri Arberit, Jire ek Line, Montenegrin
Border General Forces, Harry Hodgkinson, Bajraku, Third League of Prizren, United Nations Security Council Resolution
12, Serbia and Albania, Hamza Kastrioti, kodra Corps, Cleitus the Illyrian, Committee for the National Defence of Kosovo,
Grabos, Nikolle Keta, Konstantin Bal i, National Archives of Albania, Balozi i Zi, Diocese of Pult, Diocese of Macedonia,
Vrana Konti, Ajdin Muzaka, House of Progon, Union of Albanian Women, Murat Toptani, ...
"In The Pechenegs: Nomads in the Political and Cultural Landscape of Medieval Europe Aleksander Paro? offers a
reflection on the history of the Pechenegs, a nomadic people which came to control the Black Sea steppe by the end of
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the ninth century. Nomadic peoples have often been presented in European historiography as aggressors and destroyers
whose appearance led to only chaotic decline and economic stagnation. Making use of historical and archaeological
sources along with abundant comparative material, Aleksander Paro? offers here a multifaceted and cogent image of the
nomads' relations with neighboring political and cultural communities in the tenth and eleventh centuries"-Employing survey archaeology, excavation, ethnographic study, and multinational archival work, the Shala Valley Project
uncovered the many powerful, creative ways whereby the men and women of Shala shaped their world: through
dynamic, world-systemic relationships with the powers that surrounded but never fully conquered them. The Shala Valley
Project presents the highlanders, the malesore, in the full complexity of their lives, while also unveiling a new, deeper
history for the region--a history that reaches back to an unexpected fortified Iron Age site. Light and Shadow tells many
stories. Archaeologists, historians, and students of tribes, of empires, of imperial-indigenous relations, of blood feud, of
kinship, of the built landscape, of world-systems theory and sustainability science, and more, will find much here to
digest. The people of Shala, to which Light and Shadow is dedicated, may serve as an example in our modern age, one
in which persistent, tribal peoples still fight for their survival, and seek to preserve some degree of independence from
capitalist economies bent on their incorporation.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To
ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Tribes of AlbaniaHistory, Society and CultureBloomsbury Publishing
Folktales are still very much alive in the mountains of Albania, a land of haunted history. They are recited in the evenings after a
day's work or out in the fields, are learned by heart and pass, as if immortal, from one generation to the next. Whose imagination
could not be captured by the cunning of the Scurfhead, by the demands of the Earthly Beauty, by the heroic feats of Muja and Halil
or by the appearance of a fiery Kulshedra in the forest? Included in this collection are not only folktales but prose versions of some
of the best-known Albanian legends (based on historical or mythological events and figures). The adventures of Muja and Halil and
their band of mountain warriors are still told and indeed sung in epic verse in the northern Albanian mountains, and the exploits of
the great Scanderbeg, the Albanian national hero who freed large parts of the country from Turkish rule in the fifteenth century, are
recounted everywhere Albanians gather, as if events five centuries old had taken place yesterday.
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In some senses, Albania is a living museum of the past. Originally a small herding community in the most inaccessible reaches of
the Balkans, the presence of Albanians in southeastern Europe has been documented for over a thousand years. Albanian
traditional folk culture, which evolved over centuries of relative isolation, is surprisingly rich. Yet despite recent events this culture
remains little known to the Western world. Due to the lasting effects of a half century of Stalinist dictatorship, very few individuals
even in Albania know much about their own popular traditions. The Dictionary of Albanian Religion, Mythology, and Folk Culture
makes available for the first time a wealth of knowledge about Albanian popular belief and folk customs. Alphabetical entries shed
light on blood feuding, figures of Albanian mythology, religious beliefs, communities, and sects, calendar feasts and rituals, and
popular superstitions, as well as birth, marriage, and funeral customs, and sexual mores. This unique volume will stand as the
standard reference work on the subject for years to come.
"First published in Great Britain by Penguin Random House UK"--Title page verso.
Mary Edith Durham fought tirelessly for Albanian independence and her practical help and support for the tribes of northern
Albania earned her the title of the 'Queen of the Mountains'. Her writing from the Balkans is characterized by a depth of
understanding of the people of the region, lively and perceptive anecdotes as well as her exasperation at the governments of the
western powers which had a tendency to ignore reports of the plight of the Albanian people. This book contains over 800
previously unpublished letters from Durham in Albania to friends and family back in England, as well as her correspondence with
those in positions of authority – diplomats, politicians and journalists. Together, they provide a unique record of a crucial period in
Albanian history from the perspective on an extraordinarily active and influential individual.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the life of a petty tyrant in an obscure corner of the Ottoman Empire became the stuff of
legend. What propelled this cold-blooded archetype of Oriental despotism, grandly known as the Lion of Yanina and the Balkan
Napoleon, into the consciousness of Western rulers and the general public? This book charts the rise of Ali Pasha from brigand
leader to a player in world affairs and, ultimately, to a gruesome end.Ali exploited the internal weakness of the Ottoman Empire to
carve out his own de facto empire in Albania and Western Greece. Although a ruthless tyrant guilty of cruel atrocities, his lavish
court became an attraction to Western travelers, most famously Lord Byron, and his military prowess led Britain, Russia and
France to seek his alliance during the Napoleonic Wars. His activities undermined the Sultans authority and ultimately led to the
Greek War of Independence.Quentin and Eugenia Russell describe his remarkable life and military career as well as the legacy he
bequeathed in his homeland as a nationalist hero and further afield as inspiration for writers and artists of the Romantic
movement.
From Ismail Kadare, winner of the inaugural Man Booker International Prize – a novelist in the class of Coetzee, Pamuk, Márquez,
and Rushdie – the stunning new translation of one of his major works. In the early fifteenth century, as winter falls away, the
people of Albania know that their fate is sealed. They have refused to negotiate with the Ottoman Empire, and war is now
inevitable. Soon enough, dust kicked up by Turkish horses is spotted from a citadel. Brightly coloured banners, hastily constructed
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minarets, and tens of thousands of men fill the plain below. From this moment on, the world is waiting to hear that the fortress has
fallen. The Siege tells the enthralling story of the weeks and months that follow – of the exhilaration and despair of the battlefield,
the constantly shifting strategies of war, and those whose lives are held in the balance, from the Pasha himself to the artillerymen,
astrologer, blind poet, and harem of women who accompany him. "Believe me," the general said. "I’ve taken part in many sieges
but this," he waved towards the castle walls, "is where the most fearful carnage of our times will take place. And you surely know
as well as I do that great massacres always give birth to great books. You really do have an opportunity to write a thundering
chronicle redolent with pitch and blood, and it will be utterly different from the graceful whines composed at the fireside by
squealers who never went to war." Brilliantly vivid, as insightful as it is compelling, The Siege is an unforgettable account of the
clash of two great civilisations, and a portrait of war that will resonate across the centuries.

Northern Albania and Montenegro are the only regions in Europe to have retained a true tribal society up to the midtwentieth century. This book provides the first scholarly investigation of this tribal society, a pioneer work that offers a
detailed survey of all the major Albanian-speaking tribes in Albania, Montenegro and Kosovo. Robert Elsie provides
comprehensive material on the 69 different tribes, including data on their locations, religious affiliations, tribal structures
and relations, population statistics, tribal folklore, legends and history. Also included are excerpts from the works of
prominent nineteenth and early-twentieth century writers, such as Edith Durham and Johann Georg von Hahn, who
travelled through the tribal regions, as well as short biographies on prominent figures linked to the tribes. As the first book
of its kind, The Tribes of Albania will be of interest to scholars and students of the Balkans, of southeastern European
anthropology, ethnography and history.
The Bektashi dervish order is a Sufi Alevite sect found in Anatolia and the Balkans with a strong presence in Albania. In
this, his final book, Robert Elsie analyses the Albanian Bektashi and considers their role in the country's history and
society. Although much has been written on the Bektashi in Turkey, little has appeared on the Albanian branch of the
sect. Robert Elsie considers the history and culture of the Bektashi, analyses writings on the order by early travellers to
the region such as Margaret Hasluck and Sir Arthur Evans and provides a comprehensive list of tekkes (convents) and
tyrbes (shrines) in Albania and neighbouring countries. Finally he presents a catalogue of notable Albanian Bektashi
figures in history and legend. This book provides a complete reference guide to the Bektashi in Albania which will be
essential reading for scholars of the Balkans, Islamic sects and Albanian history and culture.
In High Albania, Victorian anthropologist and travel writer M (Mary) Edith Durham presents a vivid and fascinating insight
into the culture, customs, people, and the lands of Northern Albania as it was in the early 20th century.
Thanks to its half-century under Communism, as well as its little-known language, Albania has suffered from neglect and
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a sense of isolation. Yet, as this study helps to show, the Albanian lands have a long history of interaction with others.
They have been a meeting-ground of Christianity and Islam; a channel through which Venice connected with the
Ottoman Balkans; a place of interest to the Habsburgs; and a focus for the ambitions of neighbouring powers in the late
Ottoman period. Albanians themselves could have many different identities. The studies in this volume, by one of the
world's leading experts on Albanian history, range from the fifteenth century to the twentieth, taking in politics, social
history, religion and diplomacy. Each is based on original research; the longest, on Ali Pasha, uses a wealth of
manuscript material to tell, for the first time, the full story of the vital role he played in the international politics of the
Napoleonic Wars. Other studies bring to life ordinary individuals hitherto unknown to history: women hauled before the
Inquisition, for example, or the author of the first Albanian autobiography. Some of these studies have been printed
before (several in hard-to-find publications, and one only in Albanian), but the greater part of this book appears here for
the first time. This is not only a landmark publication for readers interested in south-east European history. It also
engages with many broader issues, including religious conversion, 'crypto-Christianity' among Muslims, methods of
enslavement within the Ottoman Empire, and the nature of modern myth-making about national identity.
The Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman Empires, foreign invasion, communism and tribal conflict: these have been the
realities of life in Northern Albania for centuries. In this rich and comprehensive history, Tom Winnifrith examines the
many different elements that have shaped this independent and little-known region of the Balkans. He explores the
fundamental division between the South of Albania and its mysterious, romantic North - more feudal, more tribal, more
Catholic and more prone to Austrian and Italian influence. It is also a region less affected by Greece, both ancient and
modern, and by medieval Byzantium or the Orthodox faith. Northern Albania, with a terrain and climate much harsher
than the south of the country, has traditionally had little respect for law and authority while its inhabitants remain in thrall
to an ancient honour code -- the kanun -- demanding blood feuds and terrible revenge. Nobody's Kingdom traces the
history of this ruggedly beautiful region, frequently disturbed by both invaders and internal strife yet retaining a distinct
national identity and character. From its origins in the ancient kingdom of Illyria and the Roman province of Illyricum,
through Byzantine and Ottoman rule, the granting of Albanian independence in 1912, the rise and fall of communism to
its current fragile democracy, Northern Albania can be seen as a cultural crossroads - especially remarkable given its
mountainous and difficult landscape. This book, both scholarly and readable, is the first modern comprehensive history of
Northern Albania and is a timely and accessible introduction to a remote and inaccessible region.
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